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Pitt Data Science Task Force 
Recommendation (2021):

Challenges
1. Expertise are hidden within silos, 

inaccessible to many
2. Absence of visible scaffolding / framework 

to bring focal point
3. Educational content on responsibility, ethics 

and workflow lacking

Proposed Solution: 
Nurture a “community of the eager” around responsible, 
use-based data science. 



by nurturing a diverse, accessible “community of the eager” 
around responsible, use-based data science. 

But what should we build this community around? 
● Research?
● Community service?
● Student learning? 

Plan for Pitt 
(2021):



How CAASI connects community needs to student learning

Community 
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community rel.

Experiential 
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Connect stu 
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The DS4SJ Project



Current: has to go through this process every semester

Community
organizations

Student learning activity 1: 
capstone

Student learning activity 2: 
class project

Student learning activity 3: 
engaged fellowship?



Student learning activity 1: 
capstone

What it can be

Community
Organizations
Or CEC
Or WPRDC

Student learning activity 2: 
class project

Student learning activity 3: 
engaged fellowship

DS4SJ Unit

across 
semesters

an integrated clinic of 
multidisciplinary experiential 
experience co-led with students. 



Student learning activity 1: 
capstone

What it can be

Community
Organizations
Or CEC
Or WPRDC

Student learning activity 2: 
class project

Student learning activity 3: 
engaged fellowship

DS4SJ Unit

an integrated clinic of 
multidisciplinary experiential 
experience co-led with students. 



Example: Allegheny County Policing Project (ACPP)

http:// grieftoaction.org



The issue: community requests & members’ experiences



What we did: 
translate ground- 
level issues into 
data strategy and 
crowdsourced 
data collection



What we built from 
the data

1. Organize disparate information into a relational database
2. Provide entry points for better browsing and understanding of police 

union contracts
3. Provide a geospatial overview of police unions
4. Provide an interactive flowchart to bring transparency to the process 

of filing a complaint

Frontend
Visualization
Interactive interface

Requirements

11

Backend
Preprocessing
Database

Dataset
Police union 
contracts

Relational 
database

Qualitative 
analysis

Pre-
processing

Location

Contract

Sentence

Search query

Question

municipalities



What students & community leaders get out of it

“Creation of socially impactful tools that I 
actually care about outside of my grade.”

“Real World Experience! Everything we did 
from building team to deploying the project 
was all vastly different from any kind of 
classroom experience” 

“While I am not at all technologically inclined, I 
feel I may have found my calling through this 
multidisciplinary approach.”

“I talked about this in all my interviews.”

"Huge thanks to Grief To Action for listening to our 
call and responding. “ TAMV



Outputs: mentorship, presentations and publications



Bringing community projects to the classroom
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Conversations

Introductions and roles

Expectations: students, student leaders, 
community, faculty 

Scoping: what makes a good classroom 
project? 

Timeline: how long do things take?  



Community 
Needs (2020)

Tech development 
(2021)

Content &
community

Further Dev &
Research (‘23)

GSPIA CS DNID

English Social 
work

Info
sci

CMU CS 
Fellow

Business 
owner

CMU
CSP

Project 
re-scoping (‘22)

Econ Pitt
CEC

Katz 
Bus.An.

“CAASI projects are extremely unique. I interacted with students from different degree programs, faculty, staff, and local business owners…I would 
definitely recommend this project. Not only is it a huge learning experience for real-world practices in the field, but also the project itself is very 
rewarding seeing the work you put in being used to help others in your community.” Tyler Olin, Digital Narrative and Interactive Design, 2021 

Another example: 412Connect - Community Assets Scavenger Hunt

Katz 
Bus.An.



caasi.pitt.eduFollow CAASI on Social Media: @caasipitt ● Twitter
● Instagram
● YouTube

● LinkedIn
● Linktreecaasi.pitt.edu

https://twitter.com/caasipitt
https://www.instagram.com/caasipitt/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCje13Z5162hSuVVUg5aYixA
https://www.linkedin.com/company/center-for-analytical-approaches-to-social-innovation/
https://linktr.ee/caasipitt


Our theory of change: 

1. We don’t directly act on issues of social justice; we offer 
resources to grassroots orgs to build capacity around data 
to pursue their own theory of change

2. We respond to community requests holistically; we 
aggregate resources from across campus to go beyond 
disciplinary boundaries to provide what the orgs need. 

3. We raise awareness by offering space for students to 
grapple with questions raised by these orgs within their 
classwork .

4. We offer opportunity for students to hone advanced 
leadership skills through experiential learning and 
coordination of experiential learning opportunities.

SP’23 Cohort seek to answer: 
 What are procedures and criteria to:

a.Scope and co-design data projects 
with the community?

b.Recruit and incentivize faculty and 
students for the DS4SJ unit? 

c.Involve a course in the DS4SJ 
initiative? 
d.Match student capstone teams? 

e. Train, supervise and incentivize 
student leaders (students and 
volunteers)? 


